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RESUMO .

Neste artigo,consideramos uma analise Bayesiana
para confiabilidade de sistemas de redes usando
metodos de Monte Carlo com Cadeias de
Markov.Assumimos diferentes densidades a priori para
as confiabilidades dos componentes individuais para
obter os sumarios de interesseA metodologia e

'

exemplificada considerando um sistema complexo com
sete componentes.

Palavras-chaves: Conflabilidade de redes,analise
Bayesiana,metodos de Monte Carlo
com Cadeias de Markov.
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Abstract
A Bayesian approach for network reliability systems is considered using Markov Chain

Monte Carlo methods. We assume different prior densities for the individual component
reliabilities to' get the posterior summaries of interest. The methodology is exemplified
considering a complex reliability system with seven components.
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1 . Introduction

in this paper, we explore the use of Bayesian methods. to get inferences for the reliability
of a network system. For a Bayesian analysis of network reliability, usually it is assumed prior
independence for the component reliabilities, an'assumption that could not be true for many
network complex systems (see for example, Lynn, Singpurwalla and Smith, 1995).

Considering a Special case of complex network system with seven components, we assume
different prior distributions including and not including the prior independence assumption
for'the reliabilities of the individual components.

Assume a network with n components and define X,(t) as an indicator variable for the
functionning of the i—th component, i = 1,...,n, and X(t) as an indicator variable for the
functionning of the system network. Thus, Xi(t) = 1(0), if the i-th component is function-
ning (failed) at some timet > 0 and X_(t) =' l(0), if the system is functionning (failed) at time t.

The reability of the i-th component is given by pi(t) = lP{X;(t) = 1} and the reliability of

the system is given by p(t) = lP{X(t) = 1}. Observe that the system reliability is given by a
function h( p ),- p = (p1,...,pn) of the individual component reliabilities depending on the

structure of the network;

For example, considering a series network system, p(t) = h(~p) = lP{X(t) = 1} -
lP{X1(t) = l,...,Xn(t) = 1} = plpz...p,,. Considering a parallel network system, p(t) =
MP ) = lP{X(t)=1}=1—1P{X(t)= 0l=1—1P{X1(t)= 0,---,Xn(t) = 0l=1—Hi‘=r(1—Pi)-

A special case of complex network system (see Martz and Waller, 1982, pp 147) with seven
individual components is given in figure 1.

Figure 1 - A Complex Network System

The reliability of the network system of figure 1 is given by p(t) :: h( )) :. lP{X(t) :N



1} = 1— lP{X5(t) = 0,Xs(t) = 0,X7(t) = 0}, where p = (p1,...,p7), and X5(t) is the
indicator variable for the subsystem of five components 1,2,3,4 and 5. Thus X5(t) = 1(0), if
the subsystem of components 1, . . .,5 is functionning (failed) at time t.

That is,

PU):1‘(1-P6)(1“Ps)(1—p7) (1)

P6 = P§(t),p7 = Mt) and

ps ='ps(t) = pail — (1— p1)(1— p2)l[1 — (1 — p4)(1— ps)l+

+(1- palil — (1 — p1p4)(1— pzps)l-

Considering the network system of figure 1, we get posterior summaries of interest using
Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods based on the Gibbs-with-Metropolis—Hastings algorithm

'

(see for example, Chib and Greenberg, 1995; or Smith and Roberts, 1993).

2. Likelihood Function for 3
Assume that, for the n components of the network system, we have. a data set D —_-

{(n,~,a:,~);i = 1, . . . , n}, where n,- replicates of the i-th component are tested in a given time t
and £5,- denotesthe number of replicates surviving the test.

The likelihood function for 13 = (p1,...,p,,) is given by,

Lug ) = H < Z )Pf‘(1-pi)"““- (2)
i=1 1“

3. Joint Prior Distributions for 13

if we assume prior independence. for the parameters, we can consider a joint prior distri-
bution for p given by a product of beta distributions,

‘n,

,'—1 b.—l .leocflpi’ (1—7’1’) , (3)
i=1

where 0 < 79, < 1,11, and b, are known constants, i = 1, . . . , n.
Considering the prior distribution (3), the joint posterior distribution for p is also a

product of beta distributions given by,

7Tl(£ lD) a H7)?i+1:i—l(l _ pi)b.'+'n.‘-_l;l-_|
~

(4)
i=1



Usually, the independence assumption for the prior distribution for p in a network could

not be reasonable. In this case, Lynn, Singpurwalla and Smith (1995), propose different prior
distributions for network systems which incorporate netwdrk structure and correlations for the
component reliabilities.

..

One of these prior distributions (see also Chen and Singpurwalla, 1994) for the case of
exchangeable sequences of p23 and highly reliable components is given by

a"{H?=1(1“ pi)}"“<ln (1-71-71?)

if a = (n — 1)"I

”2 (13) =
1 141-an ),_,,_,,q

(5)
n T.” _ . a” _____l_l_____a {Halo PJ} { 1_(n_1)a }

if a yé (n —-1)"1

where p?” = min(p1, . . . ,p,,). ,

When we have exchangeable and identical or almost identical components, consider for the
bivariate case (seede Finetti, 1972), the prior distribution,

1
.

-5 [912091 — 1792”, (0)

where 912 is a parameter indicating the form of the marginal distributions of pm: = 1,2. and
the correlation between p1 and pg.

”3(P1,P2) 0< 8131) {

The trivariate case is given by,

W3(P1,P2,P3) 0C €$P{-% [012071 — P2)2 +913(P1— P3)“

+923(P2 — Palzl}

For the multivariate case, we have,

1
’

M13) 0c ewP{—§Q} (a)

where Q is an arbitrary polynomial of degree two in p1,p2,...,p,,.

For components that are neither highly reliable nor similar, another prior distribution is

proposed by Lee, ML. (1993). In the bivariate case, givenfg _—: (a1,a2,fi1,fi2,iulg), the joint
prior distribution for 711 and p; is given by

mm) = none wag){1+w12¢(pn¢(m>} s (9)



where ¢(p,-) = p, — imp, = E(p,~) and 7r(p,~LQ) is the marginal beta distribution for p, with
parameter a; and fl,,i = 1,2.

The parameter 1012 indicates the relationship between 11] and p2, with 1012 = O denoting
independence.

"

Observe that, considering the prior densities 7rj( p ),j = 2,3,4 where p = (1m... ,p,,). we

should use Gibbs—with-Metropolis—Hastings algorithms to get posterior summaries of interest.

Other prior distributions also could be considered to analyse network systems. When it is

possible to specify a strict ordering of the p23 in the form 0 5“: pg 3 pl S 3 p71 S pn+1 = 1.

Lynn, Singpurwalla and Smith (1995), proposes an ordered Dirichlet distribution for the dif—

ferences pir‘pi_1,i= 1,...,n+ 1.

4. Bayesian Inferences

Considering the Gibbs-with-Metropolis— Hastings algorithm, we generate Gibbs samples
to get inferences for the individual component reliabilities p,(t) and for the network system
reliability p(t), A Bayes estimator of p,- with respect to the squared error loss function is given
by

E(mlD) : /pnr(£ “Mg (to)

Let pf-r'sld : 1,2,...,n denote the variates for p,- drawn in the r-th replication and s—th

iteration, where R and S are respectively, the total number of simulations and iterations of
the Gibbs sampler.

Then, (10) can be estimated by the Monte Carlo estimate,

A HS
p,- z —z z p,- (11)

RS _1 g."— s=g+l
A Monte Carlo estimate of the network system reliability h( p ) with respect to the squared

error loss function using the Gibbs samples is given by

) : .. . , pg’sl) (1.2)
N

i) M ii” Mn: .MM 3" A3L J" 3,

5. Bayesian Analysis for the Network System of Figure 1

Consider the network system of figure 1.

in



Assuming prior independence among the parameters, consider the joint prior density 7r1( p )

given in (3) with a,- = 1.125 and b,- = 0.125,i=1,...,7. ,

N

Also consider adata set given by D = {(n;,w,-) := (12, 11), (10,8), (7, 5), (14, 12), (18, 12), (20, 18), (18.1
1, . . . ,7. From (4), the marginal posterior densities for p,- are given by

p1lD N B[ai+$i,bi+ni"xi], (13)

where B[c1:, 62] denotes a Beta distribution 7r(z) ocizci‘lfl —- x)62‘1,0 < x < 1.

In table 1, we have approximated estimators for E(pi|D), considering M = 1000 gen—

erated samples from the‘Beta distribution (13). We also could use the exact expression
EiPilp) = (“i fwd/(at + br—l- n,),i=1,...,7.

Prior Distribution

, Mg) frz(g) Mg) 7r4(g)
E(p1|D) 0.86106 0.91626 0.84055 0.86202
‘E(p2|'D) 0.75512 0.81441 0.82221 0.76095
E'(p3|D) 0.66190 0.75003 0.80561 0.67331
E(p4|’D) 0.82089 0.86512 0.77861 0.81713
E'(p5|D) 0.65019 0.69078 0.77799 0.64660
E(p,~,|D) 0.86767 0.89847 0.78631 0.86694
E(p7lD) 0.90111 0.94072 0.79074 0.90011

Table 1 - Monte Carlo estimators for E(p,|D),i = 1, . . . , 7.

In table 2, we have 95% credible intervals for p,- considering the M = 1000 generated
samples from (4).

Prior Distribution

Mg) Mg) 7r3(g) Mg)
pl (0.6306;0.9852) (0.7215;0.9973) (0.6252;0.9675) (0.6630;0.9800)
p2 (0.4948;0.9445) (0.5501;0.9747) (0.6407;0.9577) (0.5034;0.9510)

_

pg (0.3404;0.9147) (0.4413;0.9598) (0.5510;0.9652) (0.3655;0.9210)
p4 (O.5843;0.9638) (0.6586;0.9830) . (o.5540;0.9325) (0.6078;O.9583)
p5 (0.4365;0.8365) (0.4941;0.8568) (0.5662;0.9502) (0.4328;0.8334)
pf; (0.7123;0.9713) (0.7489;0.9864) (0.5971;0.9509) (0.6815;0.9705)
p7 (0.7493;0.9855) (0.8094;0.9980) (0.5443;0.9491) (0.7423;0.9871)

Table 2 - 95% credible intervals for pm: = 1, . . . , 7.

In figure 2, We have plots for the marginal posterior distributions for p,,i. .-.= 1,....7.
'

consideringthe M = 1000 generated samples from (4).
In table 3, we have Monte Carlo estimates for E'(p(t)|D), the posterior mean fdr the system

reliability (see (1)) of the network of figure 1. We also have in table 3, 95% credible intervals
for p(t).



Prior Distribution
7r1(£l ”2&3)

.

"3(Npl W413)
E'(p(t) 173) 0.9986 0.9996

'

9.9953 0.9985
95% credible (0.9944;O.9999) (0.9974;Q.9999) (0.9797;0.9998) (0.9940;0.9999)
interval for Mt)

Table 3 - Bayes estimators for the network reliability

Assuming exchangeability and highly reliable components, consider the prior density n;( p )

(see(5 )); the joint posteriordensityfor p isgiven by

7r2(£ lD) oc {1~ (1_ pzlfll—Sa}
<14>

x 91.1199Wewhere pal) = 171171001, MP7)

860 0.'70 ofeo 090 1.00
P1 /\/\ 0130 0.'45' 0.250 0.'75 0390

p5

0730 0.55 0160 0775 0.'90 P21305 /\. . . .

P6

0130 _o.'45 0160 675 0190 P31.'os /\0.6'40 0.7'20 0é00 0.8‘90 0.9'60 p7

0f43 O.'60 o.‘72 0384 0216 P4

Figure 2 — Marginal posterior distributions for pm? = 1, . . . ,7 assuming prior (3). '

Assuming a = 0.1 in (14), we ensure that the values of p,“ tend to be large. The condi-

tional distributions used to generate samples of (14) with the Gibl)s—with-Metropolis- l'lustings
algorithm are given by



”2(Pilp(1),D) 0C Pf‘(1—Pi)"‘—z‘+.°'_l¢1(£) (15)

wherei:1,...,7;p(i)=(p1,...,p,-_1,p,~+1,...,p7),andw1(p)=ezp{ln[1—1——p’(“))“6"]}.

Considering M: 1000 samples generated using Gibbs-with- Metropolis— Hastings algo-
rithm from (15), we get Monte Carlo estimates for the posterior mean E(p,-|D), 1' = 1 ..... 1

(see tables 1 and 2) and for the system reliability (see (1)) (see table 3). We monitor the
corwergence of the Gibbs samples using the Gelman and Rubin (1992) method that uses the
analysis of variance technique to determine if further iterations are needed. in figure 3, we
have plots of the marginal posterior distributions for phi = 1, .,7 approximated by the
Gibbs samples.

Assuming 721 similar to 112,114 similar to 115 and pg similar to 117, with highly positive
correlations given by 012——- 067—— 100, 045—— 50 and all other correlations betWeen parameters
close to zero except 023 and 034 with values 023: 034: 10, consider (from (8 )), the joint
prior distribution,

”308 ) 0C 6$P{“i7l912(1’01 — P2)2 + 945(P4 — P5)2+
(16)

+967(ps — p7)2 + 923012 — pélz + 934013 — p00}-

o.i50 0370 0.00 0'90P100 /\4072.' 0.8 p5096/\ , 0.700 0.770 0.8'40 0.910 0.980 p6

0.5 0.50 p31.'05

0.700 0.770 0.8'40 0.5310 0.960 p7

04a 0394 0'96 p4

Figure 3 — Marginal Posterior distribution for pm? = 1, . . . , 7 assuming prior (5).



With prior (16), the joint posterior distribution forp is given by,

rr3(p ID) 0< {FL-7:1 11, (1—111)"‘"”‘} X“

X €$P{‘%[912(P1 — P2)2 + 045014 - 175)2 + 067(P6 — p7)2+ (17)

+ 023(P2 - 103)2 + 934073 — P4)2]}
The conditional distributions required for the Gibbs-with- Metropolis-Hastings algorithm

are given by,

(11 paw oc pflrl—p11nl-wemp{—€1z(pi4212},

(ii) P2|P(2)1D I°< I)?“ — [him—£2 X

x ism-111,21,” — my Mum —p3121}, (181

(iii) p3lp(3),D oc p§3(1-— pg)"~““’3 x

X ewP{—%[923(P2 - 103)2 + 934093 - 114m},

(iv) P4|P(4),D 0C P540 — POM—m“ ><

X€$P{— §([045(P4 - 175)2 + 934013 — P4i2i},

(V) P5|P(5),_D oc P§5(1—ps)"5"“ ><

X6$P{~214f9JIM—P5)2 },

i“) 161mm a pen—parses x

Xexp {—%067(P6 _ 1,7)2},

and

(vii) P7|P(7)1D 0< p$’(1—p7)"7‘“ x
1

X63?!) {—§067(P6 — WV}.

in tables 1,2 and 3, we have Monte Carlo estimators for posterior summaries of interest.

considering M :: 1000 Gibbs samples generated by (18). In figure 4, we have plots of the
marginal posterior distributions for phi = l, . . . , 7. 4

9



06‘40 0.7b0 0300 01530 0960102

0.6'40 0.7'20 0.800 0880 0.960 p1 /\/\ 0384 obs F’s

Figure 4 - Marginal posterior distributions for phi = l, . . . , 7 assuming prior (16).

Consider now the prior distribution (9), assuming marginal uniform distributions is (0.1)
for p,’ given 0. Assume 1012 = 1045 = 1067—— 2, which correspond to positive correlations
between p] and pg, between 174 and [75 and between p6 and 177. Also assume 1023“_. 1034—_ l

and all other dependencies are assumed to be zero.

Thus,

Mfg) 0< M13) (19)

where

10



mm = 1045 = “767 = 2 and 1023 = 1034 21
With prior (19), the conditional distributions for the Gibbs-with- Metropolis— Hastings

algorithm are given by,

.

1r4(PilP(i)1D) 0< Pf‘tl—Piln‘q‘fflfig) (20)

for i = 1, . . . ,7 and 1/Jg(~p) is defined in (19).

In tables 1,2 and 3 we have Monte Carlo estimates for the posterior summaries of interest
using M—— 1000 Gibbs samples generated from

(201.111 figure 5, we have plots of the approx-
imate marginal posterior distributions for p“ i—-.. 1,. ,7.

0.‘70 039010091/\ 0340 0350 0.00 8.70 0380
P
0.00
5

0.30 045 do
./\ 0'60 070 0.50 0.50 1.00P

e
0.'330 0.45 0.'60 0.9 P3105

0.700 0.7'70 0.0‘40 09'10 0.900 P?

0.60 0.'70 0.60

Figure 5 - Marginal posterior distributions for phi = 1, . . . , 7 assuming prior (19).

6. Some Conclusions

The use of Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods is a reasonable way to get Bayesian infer-

ences for complex network reliability systems considering different prior distributions for the
individual reliability components pi, i z 1, . . . , n.

H



For thenetwork of figure 1, we observe that the posterior summaries of interest are very
close considering prior distributions 7r,(Np) (prior independence among pi) and 7r4( p ) (as-
suming components that are neither highly reliable nor similar, but incorporating relationship
between the parameters).

Considering prior distributions 7r2( p ) and 1r3( p ) we observe different posterior summaries
N N

(see tables 1,2, and 3).
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